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Social Innovation:
Changing the system dynamics that created the
problem in the first place
A social innovation is any initiative, product,
process, program or design that challenges and,
over time, changes, the defining routines, resource
and authority flows or beliefs of the broader social
system in which it is introduced. Successful social
innovations have durability, scale and transformative
impact.
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Strategies for Continuous Innovation:
“management up-down”
In large, continuously innovating firms and organizations, innovation is
dependent on capacity to empower and bring ideas from anywhere to
guide strategy
Innovation occurs on the front lines & operating core - where problems
are solved in real time
Change agents’ key role is to:
o
o
o
o

question the strategic context/directions
frame (explain) the context for operating core
identify key innovations or opportunities at the operating core
sell these to the strategic apex and relevant partners (finding the
right moment)

Expressive Change
is about organizations exploring,
in their daily work,
ways that they can embody the
changes they are seeking to
create in the world: changing system
dynamics at the level or organizations
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Concepts
The concepts shared in this session spring from a global
community of practice of organizations asking themselves: !
What type of impact might we have if we took the inner lives of
our organizations more seriously as leverage points for social
change?
The material is free to share and adapt (editable version
available). To learn more about the community of practice
and related materials, visit

www.organizationunbound.org!

Expressive Change	
  
	
  INSCAPING!
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Inscaping
Expressive organizations don't spend hours analyzing how
they can live out their core purpose. They simply approach
their work from a deeply experiential place.!
o They regularly surface and draw upon the inner experiences
of organizational members during the normal course of work
to shape and guide the organization. !
o ‘Inner experiences’ aren’t just emotions. They include the
full range of things that make up our inner lives: ideas,
intuitions, curiosities, aspirations, fears, values, biographies,
etc. !

Inscaping
Sharing our experiences might sound simple, but in most
organizations, experiences remain largely submerged. !
The typical organization focuses attention on visible forms:
structures, policies, missions, plans, outward-facing action !
BUT the way organization members actually experience those
forms largely determines how engaging !
and socially innovative the!
organization can be. !
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Social
institutions:

Structures of
legitimation
(norms and
procedures)

Structures of
domination
(power)

Structures of Structures of
domination signification
(resources)
(values and
beliefs)

Macro
Societies/
cultures

Legal Institutions

Political
Institutions

Economic
Institutions

Cultural
Institutions
(media, schools,
churches, etc.)

Meso
Organizations
networks,
communities,
associations

Rules,
procedures,
norms governing
interactions
(formal or
informal) around
work and social
interaction

Hierarchies
or other
structures that
distribute
authority. Rules
that govern our
interactions
around power

Markets,
transactions,
distribution of
resources.
Rules that
govern
distribution,
access, and
use.

Values, beliefs,
popular culture.
Rules that allow
us to interpret
meanings and
reproduce in day
to day events

Micro
interaction or
conversation

What are the
rules that govern
our exchanges

Who controls
the topic, the
mood? What is
safe to
discuss?

Who gets more
time/whose
ideas are
privileged?

What values and
beliefs inform the
interaction?

Scale:

The Structure of Social Institutions - Giddens, 1984

Inscaping
Inscaping increases our ability to look at things as they are,
not just as we wish they were, and reveals the organization
as it really is.!
It provides a starting point to practice shifting system
dynamics at the inter-personal and organizational level, !
This has ripple effects to partners, citizens, stakeholders,
policymakers, funders, clients and more.!

There are two types of inscaping.!

-1- Work Inscaping
Work Inscaping involves sharing how we are experiencing
the work itself (tasks, projects, processes, structures, work
relationships). !
Our curiosities, passions, and fears about that work. Our
ideas and intuitions. Our desires. Our struggles. !
And perhaps most importantly our relationships: How are
we experiencing working with each other right now? What
do we most appreciate? What do we find challenging?!

-2- Life Inscaping
Life Inscaping involves sharing aspects of our broader life
experiences that are not specifically associated with our
work roles. Our broad hopes and values. Our current
excitements and difficulties. Our histories. Our worries and
our gratitude. !
This does not mean we share every facet of our lives. It
simply means that the vast areas of our lives that are usually
out of bounds at work are no longer necessarily so. !
Both types of inscaping represent distinct kinds of
interactions and have very different effects on
organizational possibilities.!

Example
The Santropol Roulant Experience	
  

Santropol Roulant:
la popote intergénérationelle

Le Santropol Roulant est un organisme communautaire du Plateau MontRoyal, créé par des jeunes en 1995. Nous utilisons la nourriture comme
véhicule pour briser l'isolement social et économique entre les générations
et les cultures, tout en renforcant et en nourrissant notre communauté
locale. !
Avec la créativité et la collaboration, nous travaillons et explorons des
approches novatrices sur les sujets de l'engagement des jeunes, les
systèmes alimentaires urbains, la sécurité alimentaire et le maintien dans la
communauté. !

Les personnes sont au centre de nos actions et la complexité de notre
travail .!

Santropol Roulant: Principles of Engagement
PEOPLE AS GIFTS - Each person who comes in contact with Santropol Roulant is seen as a
whole person with many dimensions that, when given space to flourish, feed the organization’s
vibrancy, capacity to innovate, and overall effectiveness.!
RELATIONAL PRODUCTIVITY - Creating the space and skills for healthy interpersonal and group
communication are essential and highly productive aspects of organizational life.!
COMFORT WITH CHANGE - We embrace change and uncertainty as opportunities to learn and
evolve. For a youth-run organization such as Santropol Roulant, staff and volunteer turnover are
necessary and positive elements of our organizational rhythm. !
CULTIVATING INDIVIDUAL LEARNING AND ORGANIZATIONAL CREATIVITY - We value personal
growth, curiosity and play as essential to Santropol Roulant’s dynamism and productivity.!

Santropol Roulant: Principles of Engagement
COLLABORATIVE LEADERSHIP - We strive to be deeply participatory, sharing decisionmaking and leadership in a way that contributes to everyone’s learning and growth while
we deliver on our mission. !
THE IMPORTANCE OF SPACE - We pay attention to the state and arrangement of the
physical space as it affects the way people relate to the organization and to each other. !
GRAVITATIONAL STRUCTURING – We invite people to involve themselves in the tasks,
projects, conversations, and decisions that they are drawn to based on their own interests
and curiosities.!
COHERENCE - We aim to live our deepest values in all our relationships: with clients,
staff, board members, volunteers, funders, partners, neighbours, etc. !
COMMUNITY BUILDING - We strive to become a living expression of the change we want
to see in the world, rather than simply an instrument for that change.!

Effects of Work Inscaping
Creative

Work Inscaping
Sharing how we
are experiencing
the work itself
(tasks, projects,
processes,
structures, work
relationships).

Routine

When Work Inscaping is high, the
organization becomes increasingly
creative.
• It is able to continually reinvent
itself and is less likely to get stuck
in old patterns.
• Hidden blockages and resistances
are more easily revealed and
navigated.
• Fear decreases.
• Differences in thinking shift from
something threatening and energy
draining to something generative.
• The organization becomes more
imaginative and daring.

Exercise
① Get into organizational pairs.!
② On a piece of paper, take a few minutes to silently jot
down some notes on how you are experiencing your
work right now: Excitements, frustrations, hopes,
curiosities, intuitions, preoccupations, etc. !
③ Now on the same paper take a few minutes to jot down
how you think the person you paired up with might
have answered this question. Just make your best
guess.!
④ Share what you wrote with each other.!

Debrief
o Did anything surprise you?!
o To what degree were you previously aware
of each other’s experiences? !
o What emerged from asking these more
experientially-based questions?!

Effects of Life Inscaping
When Life Inscaping is high, our work relationships become
more authentic.
• We relate to each other as whole human beings,
developing appreciation for each other’s gifts and
challenges.
• Our experience of community deepens.
• Work becomes more meaningful as we connect it to
our personal values and larger moral questions that
transcend organizational boundaries.
• The organization’s understanding of how it can
meaningfully contribute to the world grows.

Functional

Authentic
Life Inscaping Sharing aspects of our
broader life experiences that are not
specifically associated with our work roles.

Exercise
There are many ways to share more of yourself at work beyond
your work role or professional persona. Take a few minutes to
reflect silently and jot down some notes on ONE of the following
questions. !
o

Is there something that is going on in your outside life that is
particularly influencing your work right now (positively or
negatively)?!

o

Is there anything about yourself that you would like to share
that you don’t normally share at work? (think deep and
broad, like values that you hold dear or something in life you
feel grateful for)!

Map your organization
Part One
1) In silence, draw this
diagram on your own
piece of paper. !

Work Inscaping
Sharing how we
are experiencing
the work itself
(tasks, projects,
processes,
structures, work
relationships).

2) To what degree do you
feel these 2 dimensions
of Inscaping are a natural
part of the everyday life
in your organization?
Where would you map
your organization on the
diagram? !

Life Inscaping
Sharing aspects of our broader life
experiences that are not specifically
associated with our work roles.

3) With your pen, draw a
dot that represents your
answer.!

Map your organization
Part Two
1) In pairs, share
what you mapped!

Work Inscaping
Sharing how we
are experiencing
the work itself
(tasks, projects,
processes,
structures, work
relationships).

Life Inscaping
Sharing aspects of our broader life
experiences that are not specifically
associated with our work roles.

2) Discuss the
location of your
dots, and identify
where there work
and life inscaping is
occurring in your
organization !

Mechanistic Organizations

WORK INSCAPING

Organizations in this corner (low life
inscaping/ low work inscaping) are
Mechanistic. People rarely speak
openly about their experiences and the
organization is unable to draw from
them to shape its work. And while
relationships among colleagues do
exist, the general mode of
relationship is role to role rather
than person to person.

LIFE INSCAPING

Catalytic Organizations

WORK INSCAPING

Organizations in this corner of the chart
(high work inscaping/low life inscaping) are
extremely Catalytic. People connect to
their work, appreciate each other’s skills
and talents, and collaborate in nuanced
and well-honed ways, which leads to
incredibly high levels of creativity. However,
because little is known about people’s
personhoods, this creativity is starkly
divorced from the larger meaning of life.
The work environment is energizing and
fruitful, but thin.

LIFE INSCAPING

Communal Organizations

WORK INSCAPING

Organizations in this corner (high life inscaping/
low work inscaping) are very Communal.
People connect personally and feel a sense of
community and shared purpose, but they
hesitate to speak honestly about their
immediate experiences of the work or
organizational dynamics. Conflicting ideas and
emotions are submerged, which constrains
collaboration and creativity. Organizational
conversations explore values and meaning, but
people find it difficult to translate this into
concrete, innovative action.

LIFE INSCAPING

Transformative Organizations

WORK INSCAPING

Organizations in this corner (high work/high life
inscaping) are Transformative. They combine
the creativity catalyzed by work inscaping with
the authentic sense of community & purpose
fostered by life inscaping. These two energies
mutually support each other and co-evolve in a
way that leads to a sustained capacity for
social innovation.

LIFE INSCAPING

WORK
INSCAPING
Sharing how we
are experiencing
the work itself
(tasks, projects,
processes,
structures, work
relationships)
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LIFE INSCAPING
Sharing aspects of our broader life
experiences that are not specifically
associated with our work roles.

Organizational Applications
o Seek experiential perspectives when doing strategic
planning and debriefing!
o Evaluation: how was the experience of a project?!
o Employee and co-worker feedback: share concretely how
you experience the working relationship - appreciations
and difficulties!
o Decision-making – hear divergent views and experiences!
o Sharing organizational or work assessments!
o Conflict resolution or difficult discussions!

Exploring further…
Take a moment to consider if there are any actions you’d
like to experiment with based on your insights during the
session.!
The other sessions in this series introduce you to more
expressive change concepts and practices. They can be
found at www.organizationunbound.org!
You might want to try the “Inscaping in Practice” session,
which contains a handful of daily practices to try out. !

